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Future Learning presents –Iti Artha – A program focused on Purpose led Vision,
underwritten by Values, for senior leaders. This is a series of interventions designed
to Create, Curate and Cascade an organization's strategy across all levels
andfunctions.
Organizations and people across industries develop strategic plans driven by a vision
crafted for the future. But many struggle to realize their vision because of lack of
underlying purpose and therefore struggle to deliver the expected results.
The secret to better and bigger work is not just better and bigger numbers, but
clarity of purpose.
The word Artha literally translates as 'meaning, goal, purpose or essence' and
Iti Artha is 'With This Purpose…', entailing elucidation and accomplishment towards
a specific goal. This program is uniquely designed to bridge the gap between
purpose and strategy, by instilling an Artha driven leadership technique for you to
successfully ramp up your strategy game to the next level.

Our blended facilitator-led coaching, application of theatre-based tools & techniques
and unique storytelling methodology creates a heightened creative exploration, thus
enabling you to bring about an effective cultural integration and cross functional
team alignments within the organization. When employees understand and become
committed to the Purpose, they will find ways to align action plans to support the
strategic direction their leadership has chosen. When all are aligned to the chosen
strategic direction, Organizational Vision will be ultimately achieved, undiscovered
by the organizational purpose, and underwritten by its values.

Vision statement is organization's NORTH STAR.
Everything that follows should be planned
with this in mind, this statement defines at our very best, this is what we can achieve.

Vision

Mission
Mission statement flows naturally
from the Vision. It focuses
on daily activities. It reminds
employees - what we do
and who we do it for.

Values
Values reflect the core ideology
of the organization, the deeply held
beliefs that do not change over time.
They guide decision making, create
and define the culture.

Create
Strategic Leadership Workshop/ Lab

A high-value Facilitator Driven workshop/ lab designed to bring focus to an
organization's core ethos, purpose and strategic road map. Using a facilitated
approach, the participants will debate, refine and ultimately create and agree to
statements that action the organization’s unique purpose, ambitions, goals,
strategies and culture – underlined by organizational values.

Create
Strategic Leadership Workshop/ Lab
Program Objectives
Understand the purpose and the direction the organization is taking
Build on their strengths and areas of opportunities
Application of organizational values towards personal and organizational success
Articulate the core values and specify behaviors and milestones that manifest
the purpose in action – underlined by values

To Be Attended By
Founders/ Promoters
Board of Directors
C-Suite
Senior Management
Key Decision Makers and Influencers

Reflect
Believe
Plan & Achieve

Curate
Vision, Mission and Purpose - Led / Defined by Values

A high-value program designed to bring focus to an organization 'Vision/ Mission/
Values (VMV). This program is designed using Theater based tools and techniques
to seamlessly align employees with the organizational VMV across all function and
level. VMV is the foundation of any organization which can't be replicated by any
competitors, making it imperative and non-negotiable for each and every employee
to imbibe, live and work by them.Theatre-based learning as a process combines real
life work-place situations with dramatic manifestation to amplify the awareness
with the participant through action and reflection. As a powerful medium of
communication, theatre-based learning creates an unforgettable experience, which
inspires debate, exchange of ideas and touches the root of human behaviour, by
accessing inner emotions and imagination.

Curate
Vision, Mission and Purpose - Led / Defined by Values
Program Objectives
Build connect to organizations overall philosophy and core objective
Understand the 'big picture' and the direction the organization is taking
Introspect on their strengths and areas of opportunities
Application of organizational values towards personal success
Analyze Strengths / Weakness / Opportunity / Threats (SWOT)

To Be Attended By
Junior - Middle Management
Vendors
Distributors
Front End/ Customer Facing staff
Shop Floor Staff

Cascade
Empowering Internal Champions – Storytelling Techniques

Creating internal champions ensures
employees are constantly aligned to
organizational goals. These champions
drive/ cascade VMV across with an aim
to increase productivity, and ensure
customer service and operational excellence.
VMV is the foundation of an organization which can't
be replicated by any competitors, making it
imperative and non-negotiable for each and
every employee to imbibe, live and
work by them.
Our unique train the trainer
program Empowers champions to
cascade VMV across employees
and to communicate to make
employee aware of their contribution.
Our unique storytelling methodology
applies various learning techniques to
draw parallels between life values and company
values. This program aims at building a sense of shared purpose and inducing pride
& passion in executing one's role as a VMV Champion.

Cascade
Empowering Internal Champions – Storytelling Techniques
Program Objectives
Empower champions to be able to set-up a platform/ channel to capture and
reward day-to-day application of VMV – appreciate success and encourage
others to practice
Guide champions to be able to set-up mechanism to map and showcase
employee success across organization
Communicate 'big picture' and the direction the organization is taking
Ensure employees day to day activities reflect application of core organizational
values
Transform employees to brand ambassadors

To Be Attended By
Across Levels
Chairman to Chaprasi

Future Learning
With a vision to 'transform lives
through innovations in learning',
Future Learning,(a Future Group
company), is one of corporate
India's leading Skilling, Knowledge &
Leadership Development organisations.
We offer distinct value propositions
across Corporate Capability Building,
SkillDevelopment & Employability
and Education.

We aim to create a 'culture of
performance' by adopting a blended
design and delivery approach
towards seamless alignment of
individual and organisational needs.
We constantly endeavour towards
'holistic development' by empowering
individuals todiscover their unique
potential and transform the ethos into
their 'way of life'.
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The FACILITATOR
Eika Chaturvedi Banerjee is one of
India's leading women business leader
& a corporate mythologist.
In her current role as the CEO, Future
Learning, Eika leads one of India's
largest - Skilling, Employability &
Livelihoods, Education and Corporate
Capability Building organizations.
Eika is an MBA from FMS-Delhi and
holds various Diplomas/ Certificates in
the area of Comparative Mythology,
Ethics & Morality, Business & Lifestyle
Coaching, Gender Policy & Governance
and Behavioral Assessment. She has
worked for over 17 years with Blue
Chip companies in various Leadership
roles as well as founded and created
two entrepreneurial ventures.
Eika is founder and curator of
Aakhyaan, India's First ever Annual
Mythology festival, a knowledge
platform that she has conceptualized
with department of Sanskrit, University
of Mumbai – to integrate the corporate
world, academia and popular culture.

She is also the creator and curator of
Future Learning's line of signature
programs, Bodhi-The Awakening, which
aim to explore and revisit ancient
wisdom in its various aspects, making it
relevant and applicable to modern-day
context.
Eika's passion revolves around enabling
and empowering enterprises, and
evangelizing the power of personal
efficiency and resonance. Eika derives
her strength and energy from the
Himalayas - Adventure Sports, Yoga,
Trekking, & Mountain exploration. She
believes in personal resonance &
efficiency, and 'Reaching Within', to
derive solutions & insights from ancient
wisdom. As a Woman Leader, She
aspires to energise, enrich & empower
the unlimited potential of the Feminine.
Eika is regularly, invited to speak at
various Industry forums, Corporate
Houses and Educational Institutes. She
has lived in Singapore & Sri Lanka, and
now in India, with her husband, and
two lovely teenage daughters.

www.futurelearning.in

